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TURNER REIGNS OVER
T. C. WINTER PARTY
ENTERED AS SECOND CLASS MATTER, WINONA, MINN.
UNDER THE ACT OF MARCH 3, 1879
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ilet in the fialts
By K. Baab - - - er, Buck

SEVEN GO WITH
Part Time Work
NATIONAL GUARD
Seven men from TC were in- Survey Is Made

cluded in the personnel of the
47th -National Guard Division
which was mustered into active
If you're out scouting for wed- duty January 16th.
ding gifts or gift ideas, let me give
The men are Robert Boeckyou a few well-meant don'ts. man, Jordon; Rolly Palm, StillDON'T give a clock; after all time water; Victor Stensrud, Hartland;
isn't suppose to mean much to William Fleming, Jerome Kleis,
newlyweds .. unless you have eight Harry Schoen and Sheldon Truax
o'clock classes. DON'T give all of Hastings.
luncheon sets. Everybody believes
The 47th Division will train at
that a cute or lovely luncheon set or Camp Rucker, Ozark, Alabama.
table cloth is just what every bride
The division was alerted Decdoesn't have. More likely she ember 16th and inducted exactly
doesn't even have a table to put it one month later. They were action!
vated, coincidentally, ten years
to the day after the Minnesota
The Male Animal Disappears on the
College Scene:
215th and 216th National Guard
Those of you who were at TC Coast Artillery units marched
last year probably remember a away to World War II. That was
front page feature article (assum- January 16, 1941.
Battle history of some of the
ing that you do read the paper)
in which we pointed out the sta- division units traces back to Gettistics on the male-female element tysburg and the Civil War,
at TC. In 1943-44 there were at though the 47th was first actileast a half a dozen men swarming vated as a division in 1946 under
over the campus for every hun- the command of Maj. Gen. Nordred girls. Last year fellas out- man Hendrickson.
The 151st field artillery batnumbered the gals . . . where do
talion was part of the Rainbow
we stand today?
division in World War I and parNo Cause for Hysteria But .. .
ticipated in the first assault landIt looks as though the male
ing in North Africa and Italy in
element is fading fast. At the
World War II.
opening gun of winter quarter,
In the South Pacific the 194th
293 men charged through the
tank battalion, formerly comregistration line with 251 women
in the educational race. As of manded by Col. E. B. Miller
January 16, 33 of those men have gained distinction at Bataan.
dropped out of college while only
four girls have abandoned the
cause. Men still outnumber the
women at TC, if you count the
married, near married and disinterested.
Jan. 26 8:00 p.m. Basketball
Bemidji there
Here's the hitch however. Men
are leaving TC at the rate of
Jan. 27 8:00 p.m. Basketball
1.43 men per day, according to
Moorhead there
Winter Party
the number of withdrawals this
quarter and the number of days
Feb. 2 8:00 p.m. Basketball
Bemidji here
that have elapsed, 23, as of Jan.
16.
Feb. 5 8:00 p.m. Basketball
Stevens Point there
That means in about 182 more
9:50 a.m. WSTC Band
school days, we could deplete our
Concert
whiskered ranks. Of course, this
Feb. 9 8:00 p.m. Basketball
is not going to happen because
St. Cloud there
we have fellows who are veterans
Feb. 10 Valentine Dance
and others with sufficient reasons
for not seeing service.
Feb. 12 9:50 a.m.Telephone Co.
"A Member of the Wedding" • • •
says . . .

It's A Date

National Guard Leaves .. .

And with it takes some of TC's
ablest men, among them, Vic
Stensrud who has been a vital cog
in student affairs at TC since he
took his first tremulous steps in
our halls of learning. If the army
can use Vic the way we did in
college, there certainly ought to
be some action somewhere along
the line.
Sportsmanship . . . and
Sportsladyship .. .

Many are mistaken about the
gender of the former . .. it does
apply to the women. I'm sure
many of you who saw the recent
La Crosse vs. TC basketball game
wish that the opposing team had
brought boosters who were aware
of that fact. Bickering in the
stands creates ill will among colleges in competitive athletics;
certainly a nonbickering policy
should be endorsed by professional people and their wives.

No. 4

Representative Somsen
Feb. 14 8:00 p.m. Community
Concert James Pease

PHY ED BUILDING
NOT FORGOTTEN
Perhaps you've all been wondering what has happened to the
plans for a new physical education building. The 750,000 dollars appropriated last year by the
state legislature to build the physical education building is earmarked for WSTC and may be
used when needed.
A proposal has been submitted
to the state legislature for permission to tear down Ogden Hall.
TC faculty member and students
can only wait and hope for the
best; however the passing of the
bill is likely to come at any time.

The earliest record of a boy's
working his way through an
American college is preserved on
the steward's books at Harvard.
Zechariah Brigden was graduated
with the class of 1657. The record
reveals that charges against him
for college bills included "commones and sizinges" or boardfood, and drink ordered from the
buttery; tuition; "study-rente
and beed" or room and bed; "fyer
and candell" or heat and light;
"wood, etc."; and a charge for
"bringing corn from Charlestown."
He was given credit for "silver," "sugar," "wheat," "Malte,"
"Indian" (corn); "hooge," and a
"bushel of parsnapes."
This is the first record of a
self-supporting college student in
this country.
Contrast this record, 300 years
later, with the findings of a T. C.
research committee in 1951. It
was found that one out of every
third student in the college is
employed at some type of parttime work.

A typical member of this selfhelp clan might possibly be a
clerk in a Winona store, (The
stores and shops of Winona are
the second largest employer of
student help; the college is first.)
and he probably works nineteen
hours a week at sixty-five cents
an hour. What is more important,
he likes his work.
The problem of financing a
college education is presented to
school officials by a large proportion of their students. The information is usually fragmentary.

The all college dance and the presentation and coronation of the
winter queen, Nancy Turner, will highlight the two day winter party
held today and tomorrow, January 26 and 27 at W.S.T.C. The party
is under the sponsorship of the Science Club.
Queen Nancy represented W.S.T.C. in the contest held Jan. 19
to find "Miss Snowflake" for the Winona Winter Carnival. Attendants to Queen Nancy, a freshman, will be Donna Burtness, sophomore, and Marianne Kling, senior.
Each class chose two girls to
represent them in the contest.
Pictured above, from left to right,
are the three girls who topped the
Spring prom plans are already voting. Marianne Kling, an atunderway with the tenative date tendent; Queen Nancy Turner;
for the annual affair set at May 5. and Donna Burtness, the other
Complete charge of all arrange- attendent. Other candidates
ments were turned over to the were: Pat Benson, freshman;
Social Committee at the last Charie Ludwitzke, sophomore;
meeting of the Student Council. Joanne Ambrosen and Joanne
The Committee has already be- Walch, juniors and Violet Jensen,
gun contacting orchestras and senior.
Friday night's schedule for the
preparing a theme to carry out
winter
party includes skiing at
decorations.
Silver
Slopes,
a sleigh ride and
Also under discussion are posice
skating.
sible locations for the annual

PROM PLANS ARE
NOW UNDERWAY

affair. Last year's prom was held
at the Winona Armory.

Kappa Pi Group
Back From Trip

Nine art enthusiasts spent December 19-21 touring Chicago as
To assist in solving this problem the college under the direcKappa Pi representatives. Hightion of the North Central Aslighting the trip was the Vienna
sociation Study Group under
Art Collection at the Chicago Art
took a project called "Winona
Institute.
State Teachers College Looks at
This collection, valued at
Its Students." Pertinent data
were collected during winter
eighty million dollars, contains
registration on part-time work
Italian and German paintings
problems.
from the Renaissance era, sculpWhen the findings were tabu- ture, tapestry, armor, chalices,
lated, the committee found that and famous jewels consisting of
196 out of 540 students were em- seals and cameos dating back to
ployed at some type of part-time before the time of Christ. The art
job. The type of work varied collection has been shown in only
from a butcher's helper to a pri- four cities in the United States:
vate tutor with the largest num- Washington, D. C., San Franber engaged as clerks (33) or cisco, New York and Chicago.
The club members also saw the
laborers (28).
The greatest number of stu- "Sandre Welles Ballet", a London
dents found employment in the ballet company, which is being
college, in stores, and in factories, presented for the first time in the
United States.
in that order.
Two plays, South Pacific,
The committee agreed after
studying the report which showed starring Janet Blair and I Know
the average student allotting 18.9 My Love, starring the fabulous
hours a week to outside work that Lunts, were included in the art
a proper balance should be main- club's schedule.
Ricardo's Studio Restaurant,
tained in work, in school, and in
social activities for better results which features a gallery of paintings by contemporary artists and
in personal achievement.
Le Gourmet's, a French restauMr. Maurice Mariner, chairrant, offered interesting relaxaman of that committee, felt
tion at mealtime.
that improved personal guidRose Simon, Carol Peterson,
ance and counseling might aid
Marcy Kolberg, Margaret Hillig,
in achieving these ends. The
Nelda Pierson, Mildred Moroupurpose of this guidance service
shek, office secretary, Miss Murwould be to coordinate jobs on
ray, and two St. Theresa stucampus and school possibly by
dents, Jean Ryan and Nancy
(Continued on page 3, column 1)
Stephany, made the trip to ChiWork Survey
cago.

The all college dance will be
held Saturday evening at eight
o'clock in Odgen Hall. The coronation will take place at the
dance also. Music for dancing
will be by Johnny Roberts' orchestra.

A new voting system at TC
was used for the election of the
queen and her attendents. Each
student could vote as many times
as he wished but each vote cost
a penny.
Members from the Science
Club who are on the committee in
charge are Bob Gowland, Iris
Jacobsen, Carol Morse and Danny Schultz. The committee has
stated that further and more detailed information will be posted
on the bulletin board.

March 13 Set
As Science Day
Save the date March 13 for
Science Day, because that day
has been selected by the science
department for Winona State
Teacher's College's annual open
house.
Each year the public, including
TC alumni and high school students from Winona and communities surrounding this city, is invited to visit the college while the
science department undertakes
the demonstration of experiments
and sets up varied scientific displays. #
Preparations are well under
way for this year's open house,
with committees named and experiments started, announced Mr.
Emanuel, the science club's adviser.
General chairman for Science
Day is John Hennessy.
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I TALKING BACK
Time For Action
We Wonder
Why it is that although the student body
has complained unceasingly about assembly speakers in the past, little has been
done to alter the situation. Many faculty
members have agreed with the students
that numerous speakers have been exceedingly boring and uninspiring; however, the
faculty members are at an advantage since
they sit at the BACK of the auditorium
and can slip out if things get too unbearable. A few weeks ago we finally did get
an assembly program which showed some
promise of being interesting, but the speaker
spoiled it for many of the listeners by
closing with some very objectionable and
ill-chosen remarks. Such remarks are certainly out of line in a college assembly, but
so are boredom, snores, and complete inattention.
Certainly the time has come when the
students and faculty of this college should
propose a new plan for choosing speakers
and planning assembly programs, since the
present procedure is proving unsatisfactory
to both groups.

Library Revamped
A new system has been set up in the
library to better meet the students' needs.
Reserve books may be checked out at the
main desk for daily use in the library, or
taken out overnite at 4:00 p.m., to be
returned by 9:00 a.m. the next morning.
Some reserve books, however, contain red
slips and may be kept three days.
In order to find books easily, every book
in the library, whether reserve or fourteen
day, is listed in the card catalogue under
title, author and subject. Magazine articles are listed by subject in the Readers
Guide to Periodical Literature. Near
the periodical guide is the library's magazine
index file which tells whether the library
has a certain magazine and where it can
be found.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
In regard to the Student of the Month
article in the Winonan, I wish to make a
few comments.
I, as well as others, feel that this article
gives entirely too much glory and recognition to any one student who has done no
special duty. It just doesn't seem fair that
in the course of one year in school a select
few students should have a special article
praising them for the same amount of work
many other students do.
Signed, "X" Student
Dear "X",
We are sorry anyone disapproves of the
Student of the Month article. We've
always felt this to be one of the outstanding features in the college paper. A column
of this type is uncommon among college
papers, and gives the Winonan a certain
distinction. It is also the only place in
the paper that any art can be displayed.
Two pages are devoted to sports, one page
to club news, and the rest are straight news
and feature stories. It is felt that this art
work should appear somewhere in the
paper. The student of the month is picked
from the senior class by the representative
council, which we feel is as fair an arrangement as we can devise. He needs no set
qualifications, but should be a TC-ite who
has been a valuable student or participant.

"The Thing" Identified
What is "The Thing"? Why, it's a-a- —!
Let's refer to a poem by Paul West. He
says,
"But as I sauntered by the tide
I saw a something at my side,
And then I knew its name at once —
It plainly was a Cumberbunce."
So now you know. Doesn't it make you
feel better? That's what I thought.
If you go a little further, you will find
this passage:
"I never sang a single song,
I never hummed a note.
There is in me no melody,
No music in my throat.
The fact I could not sing I knew
But wanted your opinion too."
Comment: Could be this be Phil Harris?

Paging B. Franklin..
Ben Franklin may have discovered electricity with the help of a kite and a key
but he has nothing on the girls at Morey
Hall. Since their return from Christmas
vacation, they have been shocked, and not
always pleasantly so. The cause? Well,
perhaps the contents of the signs posted
at all doors which lead into Morey will
explain. They read, "Remove your boots
before you enter this door. Help keep the
new carpet clean."
Shocks have been numerous from this
new carpet and many of the girls have
been avoiding each other. A new use for
newspaper was discovered when someone
rolled up the latest edition and switched
on the- lights. This prevents the giant
economy-size shock.
One last word — if you call Morey Hall
be sure to let the phone ring three or four
times. This gives the person who answers
time to ground herself.
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wito atis?
By Your Inquiring Reporter
The pending world situation raises such
pertinent questions as "Do you think
women should be drafted?" And your
inquiring reporter thought this particular
one should be investigated a bit further.
Some of the tidbits received are about to
be revealed, so — read on.
My first victim was Harold Knoll, who
very firmly said, "No, I don't think they
should draft women. Enough will probably
enlist so that there will be no need for
drafting anyway."
On the other hand, Paul Hanke sez, "Yes
I want someone to keep me company if
and when they call me." Don't worry,
Paul, you'll have pul-enty of company! ! !
Veterans are considered to be in the
"know", and can usually supply the answers, so with malice toward none, I ventured over to question Bob Boekman.
"No," says he, "They have too much
inefficient labor in the service now; what
they ought to do is to use what they have
at the present time." You are s0000 right,
Bob.
As I turned around, Dornace Nelson had
this to add, "Definitely not; women should
stay home and keep the home fires burning."
Dashing around the corner, I met a new
face, that of John Lewinski, who quickly
answered my question by retorting, "It's
not their place, and therefore service should
not be compulsory for women". Leaving,
I noticed in his hand a letter addressed to
a certain Wac. Friend of yours, John???
Most of the fellows felt that women
should only be drafted in case of war, and
then only those who are trained for nursing,
office work, or other jobs which would release men for active duty.

ja,nuary Sales For Gals and Males
January is sale month and sale is the
word at Neville's. Men's ties previously
listed as $2.50 are now only $1.35. Polka
dots, stripes, checks, abstract figures march
down the counter in all colors imaginable.
One that particularly caught my eye was
a navy blue with chartruse polka dots,
which would cut quite a figure on any heman's chest.
Ski sweaters are really a buy. Previously
listed at $10.00 and- $12.50, they are now
only $5.95 and $7.95. Pull-overs and coats
are available in figured designs and plain
colors. Some are double knits and some
singles. Better hurry, for such buys won't
last long.
Feather weight flannel shirts with hand
stitched lapels in terrific shades are now
at a discount.
Another cute item I found while wandering through shelves was an ash tray.
That may not seem of particular interest
but this one was really a dandy. One of
those bean bag types in purple felt with
white W.S.T.C. letters across the front.
A catchy gift for all students.
Neville's, as you know, also has a women's department that is a knock-out.
Especially now with spring approaching —
that's when a young man's facy is supposed
to turn. New spring suits have begun to
arrive in junior styles and sizes. Very
much in evidence are flannels, gabardines
and worsteds with fitted or gored skirts,
boxed or straight jackets. Navy is again

predominant, but all the lovely spring
shades are available.
Light wool pastel skirts have also just
arrived in pinks, yellows, greys, and blues,
in plain colors and tweed and check effects.
How can any gal get along without one
nice spring dress? Crepe is being trimmed
with white pique and this year they are
featuring the silk trim with polka dots as
the latest fad.
This space has been paid for by NEVILLE'S.
All articles mentioned herein can be
purchased there.

Father Time
holy tick – tock
holy tick – tock
holy tick – tock
we have sold our souls to the usurous Clock
hickory dickory dock
eighty million people swarm
to the schools the factories and the offices
sixty seconds in the Minute
sixty minutes in the Hour
blessed trinity
doubled and decaded
doubled and decaded
a mechanized rosary
a mechanical Jehova
BULOV A
Charles Pearson

Don't Go Bellows! Here are t ite Loop -mks
With the increasing threat of an all out mobilization in the
United States, the young men of this country have been becoming
more concerned about their status in regard to being called to
the armed forces. It is almost impossible, because of continuous
changes, to give an accurate account of exactly how the students
at W.S.T.C. are going to be affected by the recent changes in the
draft laws but here is the situation as it stands today.
VETERANS: There is no change in the status of veterans as
of this date (Jan. 13) and unless a veteran is in the reserves or
national guards he cannot be called to active service without a
change in the draft law by an act of Congress.
NON VETERANS: According to the local draft board, which
is abiding by the general rules set over the whole state of Minnesota, any man within the draft age bracket who is attending
school is entitled to apply for a postponement or deferment if he
is called during the academic school year. The deciding factor
as to whether a student receives a postponement or deferment is
his scholastic status in regard to the rest of his class. A student
in the lower half of his class who is called to the service may apply

for a postponement within twenty one days after he receives his
physical examination, and is allowed to finish the academic year.
His classification is then changed from 1-A to 1-AP, which means
that he is compelled, at the end of the academic year, to enter
the armed forces, and nothing that happens during the time he
is attending school can change his status, and he is not allowed to
enlist in the branch of service he chooses.
• If a student is in the upper half of his class he receives a II-A
classification which means that he may get married during his
deferment period and change his classification up to III-A and
he also gets the chance to enlist at the close of the academic year;
or, if there are other changes between now and June 1, he may
have a chance to apply for another deferment.
You must remember, however, that these regulations are not
laws that were handed to the individual draft boards and are
subject to changes at any time they see fit. If you are at all
effected by the above statements we advise you to see your
draft board or Mr. Mariner for definite clarification of your individual case.

Putit We n dt
Editing a newspaper is a task that takes
special talents to make the paper a success.
Ruth Wendt has proved to the Winonan
staff and readers of the Winonan that
she has these abilities. No one knows
better than the reporters what it means
to have a level-headed editor with a sense
of humor which stretches to laugh at herself.
Ruth became interested in publications
in high school when she acted as editor
of the paper and senior section editor of
the yearbook. This interest carried over
into her college career. Ruth was a member of the annual staff as a freshman, three
year member of the Winonan, and is a
member of Kappa Delta Pi. She is majoring in English and minored in history and
Spanish.
Our editor holds a part time job as bookkeeper at Marsh Drug Company during
the summer and school year. She carries
her reporting abilities into the community
by acting as student publicity reporter
from TC for the Republican Herald.
This last fall Ruth represented the
Winonan at the Associated Collegiate
Press Convention in Chicago.
In the last year or so traveling has become one of Ruth's favorite hobbies. She
also likes to read and spends a great deal
of time reading plays and historical novels.
After graduation Ruth's immediate plans
are to teach English. Anyone who knows
Ruth, knows that she will succeed. Her
friendly manner reaches out to all newcomers and makes them feel as a friend of
years' standing. Our editor possesses the
rare trait of making orders sound as though
they were requests. No matter what she
chooses to do, these many traits at her
fingertips will bring success to her.
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Magnus Returns
From New York
Miss Dorothy B. Magnus witnessed five Broadway plays while
in New York where she attended
the Mid-Century Speech Conference, Dec. 27-30 and at which
she spoke on "Speech Education
for Secondary School Teachers."
Two of these plays were longrun drams. They were T. S.
Eliot's The Cocktail Party and

The Member of the Wedding
by Carson McCullers, starring
Ethel Waters.
The three remaining plays were
new additions to the Broadway
scene. They were Christopher
Fry's The Lady Is Not for
Burning which starred John
Gielgud and Pamela Brown;
Black Chiffon starring Flora
Robson; and George Bernard
Shaw's famous comedy, Arms
and the Man which was done in
the arena-style and which starred
Frances Lederer and Sam Wanamaker.
One of the special events planned for the delegates to the convention was a party given for
members of the American Educational Theatre Association by
American National Theatre and
Academy. Special guests were
Gloria Swanson and Jose Ferrer
who mingled with the delegates
and chatted informally.
Miss Magnus also attended a
CBS television show which star- .
red Steve Allen.

Work Survey
(Continued from page 1, column 3)

the establishment of a place
men t office and curriculum
changes.

The findings of the committee
showed the rate of pay falls far
below the minimum national
wage and the consensus of opinion
seemed to be that something
should be done about it.
Fifty-seven students felt that
there was an opportunity for permanent employment after graduation in their part-time work; a
fact that suggested the establishment of a placement office for
those persons going into teacherrelated fields.
Some correlation between
scholarship and work experience
seems to exist (the survey showed
that 16.5% of those with outside
employment has below a "C"
average) but the information is
fragmentary. Mr. Mariner hoped
that with the increase in the number of scholarships granted, the
problem of finances would be to
some degree alleviated.

For Fine
PHOTOGRAPHY

T. C. STUDENTS HEAR
SYMPHONY, SPEAKER
Students at TC have been entertained by two programs in the
past week. Sunday, January 21
the Minneapolis Symphony performed and Monday, January 22
Mr. Richard Griffith was speaker
during assembly period.
An authority on films and motion pictures, Mr. Richard Griffith showed the students at WSTC
a 1924 MGM production entitled,
"Sherlock, Jr." starring Buster
Keaton. Mr. Griffith, assistant
to the Director of the Museum of
Modern Art Film Library, New
York City, also discussed the accomplishments and potentialities
of the film.
Mr. Griffith has been associated with films since his graduation from Virginia Episcopal
School and Haverford College.
As a holder of a Rockerfeller
Foundation Fellowship, he did
research in film history. He
served as manager of the Little
Theater of the Science and Education Building at the New York
World's Fair.

Mr. Griffith worked as editor
and film researcher for Colonel
Frank Capra's "Why We Fight"
series of army orientation film
from 1942 to 4945.
At the present time Mr. Griffith is the New York film correspondent for the Los Angeles
Times and an instructor in motion pictures at Hunter College.
New York City.
The Minneapolis Symphony
under the able direction of Antal
Dorati performed January 21 as
the second in the series of Community Concerts this season. The
famed symphony orchestra played for a capacity crowd in the
Winona Senior High School Auditorium.

For
Practical

VALENTINE
GIFTS
SEE

LANGENBERG'S
Store for Men

HAROLD'S STUDIO

Corner 3rd & Main Winona

111 West 3rd St.

TEACHERS SERVICE BUREAU
REX H. HILL
It is time to think about securing that position.
Write us today for information.
MANKATO, MINNESOTA
•
310 SO. SECOND STREET

Survey Made of
Job Opportunities
Of interest to students who
have not yet chosen their major
or minor subjects or to those students who are wondering about
their chances of securing a job
is a study made by Rac C. Maul
for the National Education Association of the United States.
This study, made over eighteen
states, Alaska, the District of
Columbia and Hawaii during
1949-50, points out the best job
opportunities in the field of teaching.
The biggest field which future
teachers may prepare for is the
elementary school jobs. September of 1949 found_ 20,744
new teachers (those who had
not taught anywhere the year
before) in this field in the area
surveyed. It is estimated that
over the entire United States,
Alaska and Hawaii, there were
60,000 new persons absorbed
into elementary teaching. The
huge demand for elementary
teachers stems from four
sources. These are: first, replacing teachers who retire; second,
staffing additional classrooms
to accommodate the rapidly
growing elementary-school enrollment; third to relieve over
crowding in the classrooms and
fourth, to replace inadequately
trained teachers. There were to
be about 22,460 teachers for the
elementary field graduated in
1950. There is clearly a need for
more than five times that number of new teachers.

In the area surveyed, the demand for secondary teachers was
topped by the English department. Nearly one half of the
2278 persons placed in this field
taught only English. Social
science was the best combination
with English, speech was second
and library science was third.
Two persons who taught English
also taught industrial arts.
The largest number of teachers
were prepared for the social
science field with four and a half
thousand completing this course.
Only slightly less than 2000 of
these teachers were placed.
About one half of those placed
taught only social science. Leading subject combinations with
social science are English and
physical education for men.
Pointed out in the study was
the fact that of the 590 women
placed in physical education,
three women also teach men's
physical education. Only about
one third of the men trained
for physical education jobs were
placed. The subject most commonly taught along with men's
physical education is social
science.

Supply of mathematics teachers was the closest to meet the
demand with 1303 prepared and
1292 placed. General science
was the subject most commonly
taught along with mathematics.
Specific sciences had very little
demand but as one large group
the demand exceeded 1500.
For students who would like
to study this report more closely,
all faculty members were given
a chart showing the demand and
supply for teachers in various
fields.

Arenz

The acquainted students
depend on

Shoe Store

Zit Cali

SERVICE SIDELINES
(711
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To Rec. Clyde Fenwick, APO 462 c/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
California
Dear Clyde:
I am sorry -to hear that you have been sent overseas but as you
know it is where you can do your country the most good. I would
like to be there with you but they wouldn't take me when I wanted
to enlist because of my allergies. I'm allergic to flying lead and the
sight of my own blood.
I received your letter the other day and I'm surprised that you
haven't met any of the fellows from T.C. yet. There are plenty of
them in your area. Fletch Harvey (he took part in the air evacuation
of the wounded marines in Korea) wrote and told me that he met a
fellow that used to play football with Coach Arns a few years ago.
He is a jet fighter pilot operating from Japan. His name is Lloyd
Walch and he is a first lieutenant. Maybe if all the fellows in the
"W" club listen to Coach Arns they might make first lieutenant some
day too.
"Here today; gone today" Kershaw is overseas someplace. That
fellow is really hard to keep track of lately. He never stays in one
place very long.
Gene Rygmyr and John Edwards were home on Christmas furloughs and I saw them frequenting the institutions that soldiers on
leave usually go to. They spent most of their time in the library,
museum and institute of modern art. You bet!
This school, as well as the others in the state, has been noticing the
effect of the service calls and enlistments and many of our close friends
have left for the different branches of the service. Some of them are:
Rollie Tust, Larry Anderson, Fred Ludtke, Wally and Warren Maceman,
Louis Hainer, John Anderson, Noel Holz, Charles Evenson, Clark Christlieb, Earl Honigs, Jim Cisewski, Jack Krage, Lowell McMillen, Bob
McWain and Lee Paul.

These are only a part of all of them that are representing WSTC
but by the next time I write I will have the names of all the rest.
Don Turnbull got his notice that he will be called to the reserves
within the next four months. I don't know whether its coincidence
or not but a few days after he got his notice, an ad appeared in the
Albert Lea Tribune which said, "Young, attractive, unmarried man
would like to have correspondence with widow with three children
and fifty acre farm." Oh well. Every man to his own liking I always
say.
I went to the dinner at the Legion Club the other night and I overheard Bob Boeckman talking to his C.O. Bob was indulging a bit and
had asked his C.O. how far it was from Winona to Camp Rucker, Ala.
The C.O. said it was about a thousand miles . . . "Well," asked Bob,
"how far is it from Camp Rucker to Winona."

"If it's a thousand miles from Winona to Camp Rucker, it must
be a thousand miles from Camp Rucker to Winona," the C.O. retorted,
annoyed.
"Not neshesharily", said Bob. "It's only a week from Chrishmas
to New Yearsh but ish a long time from New Yearsh to Chrishmas."
Well with that I have to go but I'll write again soon. Until I hear
from you, I'll remain,
Yours in civvies,
Wonga
P. S. On the serious side. I just learned that Ralph-Olson, who was
a pilot in the Korean area and made the supreme sacrifice, was a
former student at this college. I don't know what to say in a situation
like this except that we all want to express our deepest sympathies
to his family. He did his job for you and me. Let's not forget him.
W. S.

Kewpee Lunch
Winona

151 East Third St.

Specializing in
BATTER FRIED PIKE AND CHICKEN
HAMBURGERS - FRENCH FRIES

Say it with Flowers

FOR THE FINEST
IN PHOTOGRAPHY

Siebrechtss

HAEFNER STUDIO
209 Johnson

75 West Third St.
WINONA, MINN.
CLEANERS AND LAUNDERERS

3030

Phone

2888

Winona's Leading Shoe Store
Phone 2053

•
Phone 2646
114 East Third St. • CARRY OUT SERVICE
SPECIAL BRUNCH BASKETS
Hamburger - Two Hamburgers - Cheeseburger - Plus French Fries
FREE DELIVERIES OF ICE CREAM AND PIE FOR PARTIES

DAIRY BAR
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Peds Win 3 Lose 1

Intramural Cagers Open League Play

In Past Ball Games

Swedes and Swishers Top Standings

Winonas Warriors finished out
the old year with a 62-52 conquest of the Newburg Flashers.
The win gave the Peds a 6-2 mark
for the year. Sparked by John
Anderson's 22 points, the Peds
gained the upperhand in the last
quarter to win. Newbergs were
state A.A.U. champs of Minnesota and have few losses against
their record. Polus and Holst
hit for 15 and 12 points respectively for Winona. Hardeman
led the Flashers charge with 16
points.

After two weeks of intramural cage warfare we find only the Swishers
of the National League with an undefeated record. The only thing
the Swishers haven't been able to beat is the draft, which, in fact, is
threatening to disrupt the whole intramural program.
Not counting an early season 2-0 forfeit win over the Basketeers,
the Swishers have been averaging 54 points a game while holding their
opponents to a per game average of only 29 points. Their big one
was a 63-17 thumping of the hot and cold last place Hotshots.
The fifth place Rounders came closer to taking the "S" out of
Swishers than has any other team, succumbing by only 45-42. These
selfsame Rounders haven't "Cooked" right since the Basketeers Bill
Lynch opened up the Silver Slopes ski run and Dick Cook wrecked
his ankle. In fact they dropped their next outing by 48-23 to the
sixth place Squareheads. Incidentally, the Squareheads are probably
the only next to last place team in any league anywhere to have a
higher point total than their opponents.
Since that season opening forfeit loss to the Swishers, the second
place Basketeers have won three straight including a 56-49 battle
with the third place Yankees. That Yankee-Basketeer game produced the single game high scorer too in John Barrett with 26 points
on 11 field goals and four free throws.
Over in the American League there is a bit of a fur flying tussle
on for first place. Three teams
are tied for the lead each of which
has met disappointment once. Statistics Show Peds
They are the Panthers, Swedes,

Stevens Point Teachers College were the next victim of
Winona's Warriors. January 4
found the Peds dumping Stevens
Point 66-58. A near perfect
three-minute stall was the formula which in the end gave
victory to the Warriors. Accurate shooting on the part of
both teams kept the game close
until the end. Pete Polus had
21 points to lead the Warriors
scoring. Wagner led the visitors
with 17 points.

Eau Claire State Teachers College snapped Winona's victory
string at five on January 6. The
score was 60-55. The Warriors
had difficulty finding the basket
in the first half. Winona, however staged a second half rally,
but it fell short. George Vondrashek had 16 points to lead the
Peds while Boes got 21 for the
winners.
The ability to make free throws
enabled the Warriors to defeat
La Crosse Teachers College 54-50
on January 9th. Winona made
an amazing total of 28- free throws
in 41 attempts. The Peds made
only 13 field goals in the entire
game. The game was extremely
rough as the referees called 62
fouls. Winona led at halftime
27-23 and maintained a four
point margin throughout most
of the second half. Pete Polus
and Dave Smith had 14 and 12
points respectively for the Warriors. Knapton garnered 12
points for La Crosse.

January 16th standings
NATIONAL
TEAM
W L Pct. T.P. Opp.
Swishers
1.000
110
59
30
Basketeers
31
.750
143
118
21
Yankees
.667
112
103
Rolickers
12
106
120
.333
Rounders
116
12
.333
91
Squareheads 1 3
.250
133
125
Hotshots
13
.250
112
166
January 16th standings
AMERICAN

Hot action is pictured as the Devils meet the Kerricats in an intramural game in Somsen. After the ball are top to bottom: Don Turnbull of the Kerricats, Dick Wildgrube of the Devils, Chuck Johnson of
the Kerricats, Dick Yackel of the Devils and Rube Krieger of the
Kerricats. The Devils won the game 45 to 26.

Winona Opens Conference Play
With 59-48 Loss To Indians

Winona's Warriors, opening their conference play at Mankato,
succumbed to a tall Mankato team by a 59-48 score in a hard-fought
contest. The Warriors, playing consistent ball, set a fast pace and
were on their way to an upset as they surprised. Mankato with an
early 11-3 lead. With the Winonans leading 14-5, misfortune struck
the Winona team when they lost the service of center George Vondrashek, who was having one of his best nights as he put in ten points
in the initial eight minutes of the game.
After the loss of the battling
center Winona was unable to conTHE QUESTION BOX
trol the boards. It was in this department that the Indians were
Question of the month: What do you think of the Intramural Basketball
program carried on in the college? This question was asked of a number of
able to surpass Winona, and
fellows who have interest in the program.
eventually
it was this factor that
I think the program is good, but I also think that the intramurals should
be expanded to include things such as touch football and baseball or softball...
turned the tide against the WarNed Morgenson
riors as Mankato surged back
I think there should only be one league so that there will be enough players
from a 14-5 deficit to a 26-25
on each team. This would eliminate forfeit games. I also think that no
halftime lead.
players should be admitted who haven't taken the McCloy tests. This
would make the teams more closely matched instead of making it possible
Winona's starting lineup confor a team to take on players after the season is started and "load up"... ..
sisted
of Pete Polus and Andy
Al Lugauer
Swota at guards, George VondraLee McMillen
Good setup but the play is too rough!
shek at center, and Richard
Kowles and Rod Lingenfelter at
The play is good, but it is rather unhandy to have 5:00 p.m. games, because you get done so late there is little time to eat supper... Dick Wildgrube
forwards. High point man for
Winona was Rod Lingenfelter,
My big complaint is that the play in gyms be divided more evenly. Some
who manufactured fourteen
Bob Fraser
teams play nearly all their games in the same gym
points from his forward position.
There should be some fair way of admitting players after the season starts.
Vondrashek was second high with
It seems that some guys stay out of play (on purpose) so they can get on
ten points. Mankato's high
certain teams, usually those near the top of their league... . . Gene Baumbach
scoring Korth was held to 12
With the present draft situation it is impossible to run the program any
points, but Mauer got away for
better. Too many teams - not enough men. The way it is, if someone
fourteen on long shots to tie with
has to work his team may he short handed. There should be at least ten men
on a team. Walter Lovik
Lingenfelter for high point
honors.

TEAM
Panthers
Swedes
Devils
Kerricats
Maulers
Monsters
Rockets

W L Pct. T.P. Opp.
31
172
156
.750
141
114
31
.750
93
.750 '121
31
193
178
32
.600
22
.500
90
89
221
14
.200
181
04
.000
59
69

and the Devils, each with a
three won-one lost record.
Thus far the Panthers have
knocked off the Devils and the
Swedes, and have in turn been
beaten by the fourth place Kerricats in their seasons opener
37-35.
The top ten scorers in each
league as figured on a points per
game average are as follows:
NATIONAL
Pts. G. Avg. TEAM
NAME
53 3 17.67 Basketeers
Stensrud
46 3 15.33 Yankees
Barrett
Swishers
Ellinghuysen 30 2 15.
29 2 14.50 Rounders
Cook
28 2 14.
Basketeers
Fernholz
27 2 13.50 Rolickers
Knothe
25 2 12.50 Swishers
Hed man
35 3 11.67 Rolickers
Roschen
23 2 11.50 Swishers
Grabau
21 2 10.50 Rolickers
Krier
AMERICAN
NAME
McMillen
Haney
Lange
Tolling
Mauland .
Kerrigan
Kispert
Hanson
Benson
Ingram

Pts.
32
15
44
57
39
48
31
41
41
51

G.
2
1
3
4
3
4
3
4
4
5

Avg.
16.
15.
14.67
14.25
13.
12.
10.33
10.25
10.25
10.20

TEAM
Monsters
Rockets
Panthers
Panthers
Maulers
Kerricats
Devils
Swedes
Monsters
Kerricats

Outshoot Opponents
The W.S.T.C. Purple and
White Warriors of Winona Minnesota head into the Minnesota
Teachers College Conference race
with a 8-4 record and a per game
average of 58.1 points. In compiling that record they have
played and lost one conference
game, a 59-48 affair to defending
conference champion Mankato on
their home floor.
The Warriors have thus far
accounted for 697 points on 238
field goals and 221 free throws
for a field goal average of twenty
and a free throw average of 18 per
game. Their opponents have
only been able to garner 667
points on 236 field goals and 195
free throws.
The Warriors have had more
chances from the free throw line
by 378 to 329 due to the fact that
opponents have fouled the Peds
323 times while the Peds cornmitted only 249 fouls.
One hundred and fifty-two of
the 373 W.S.T.C. trips to the
free throw mark ended in failure
and 221 dropped through the
hoop giving the Peds a 59% free
throw mark. Their opponents
also have a 59% average out of
195 conversions and 134 misses.
The Warriors thus far have gotten
an average of thirty-one free
throws per game to their opponents twenty-seven.
Two of W.S.T.C.'s top five
scorers, Anderson and Holst, have
been lost for the season through
enlistment in the navy. The
Warriors are being paced by:
Vondrashek with 136 points in
eleven games for a 12.36 average;
Polus's 142 in 12 games for an
11.83 average: Anderson with 107
markers in ten games for a 19.7
average; Holst has 83 counters in
eleven games and a 7.55 average;
and Lingenfelter with 69 points
in twelve contests for a 5.75
average.

AUTOMATIC WASHERETTE
WASH AND DRY IN ONE HOUR
Don't Send It Home To Mom

173 East 3rd St.

Phone 2992

TRADE YOUR OLD FURNITURE FOR NEW

UNITED FURNITURE, INC.
KING KOIL PRODUCTS
W. W. Christensen Mgr.

Winona, Minn.

Ride a ROYAL CAB
Dial 3331
24 HOUR SERVICE
FULLY INSURED
Winona, Minn.
125 Main St.

DO IT YOURSELF OR LET US DO IT
(Let it wash while you shop)
Hours: Daily 8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Monday and Friday 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
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Winter Activities
Numerous

By Lyle Roschen
Warriors Travel In Style:

Early Baseball Dope:

The Arnsmen left for Bemidji
this morning, and the boys will
be riding in real comfort. The
team will go by train up to the
Beavers stamping grounds and
from Bemidji will take a bus over
to Moorhead for the next nights
engagement. Best of luck boys!

Basketball still has a long way
to run before we'll be seeing baseballs filling the air, but the job
of making out the schedule is
begun long before the snow is off
the ground. According to Luther
McCown, athletic director, there
is a chance that the Warrior nine
may be traveling west this spring
— west to Colorado. Mr. McCown talked to former student
Moe Weber over Christmas vacation and Moe is trying to line
up games in Colorado. Moe is
now attending Colorado State in
Greely, Colorado. He is trying
to land games with Colorado
State, Colorado A & M at Fort
Collins, the University of Colorado at Boulder, the Fort Warren
team at Cheyenne, and Lowrie
Field in Denver.
In case the Colorado trip does
not materialize letters have been
sent to schools down in the
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas
vicinity asking for games. Colleges which have been contacted
there are the University of
Kansas, Baker at Baldwin,
Kansas, Emporia Teachers at
Emporia, Kansas, the University
of Missouri at Columbia, Missouri, Pittsburg University in
Kansas, Tulsa University in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, Oklahoma
A & M, and the University of
Arkansas in Fayetteville, Arkansas.
If the Colorado trip is set the
Warriors will meet Wartburg and
Iowa Teachers on their way home
to Winona. April 19-28 is the
time which has been set for the
tentative journey.

Uncle Sam Hits Teacher Fives :
The armed forces have taken
some of the players off several
of the state teachers college's
basketball teams. Our own
Warriors have been the hardest
hit. The loss of John Anderson,
high scoring forward, and Noel
Holst, the calm and collected
guard, cut down the Winona
quints roster which was supposedly quite deep. Mankato
lost four men to the service, but
all of them were on the B team.
Bemidji lost a reserve or two
and St. Cloud may lose Beege,
a reserve center. Moorhead
apparently has it's squad intact.

Locker Room Additions:
The class in athletic injuries
has been busy of late building
some useful and much needed
equipment for the downstairs
boys locker room. They have
completed building a large cabinet, which will hold tape, ointments, and other athletic injury
supplies. The other assets are
two rubbing tables of a folding
type. I imagine the managers
will be busy with rubdowns for
all kinds of imaginary back
strains.

,

Fast Breaking Huskies Hand
Warriors Second Conference Loss
St. Cloud's Huskies moved into town last Saturday night and
unleashed a fast break attack which left Winona far in the rear as the
Peds lost their second straight conference game 69-57.
The men from the "Granite City" ran up a total of 11 points before Winona could muster a counter. Vondrashek sank a free throw
and Bob Albrecht hit Winona's first field goal on a neat drive in shot.
St. Cloud moved down the floor and scored repeatedly on fast break
plays, and the Peds defense seemed powerless to stop them. Dick
Elliot, diminutive Warrior guard, seemed to have the Huskie scoring
ace, Ken Novak, bottled up on his long shots, but the former Crosby
Ironton flash scored many times on fast breaks. The score at one
point was 27-21, but St. Cloud moved on to a 35-23 halftime lead.
The St. Cloud team came back stronger than ever in the second
canto. Hanson opened with a layup shot for the Huskies, while
Elliot drew first blood for the Warriors on a single free throw.
Though the Huskies sailed through the remainder of the game it
was left to Joe Lynch, Warrior reserve, to provide the last thrill of
the evening. Lynch potted a long shot from mid-court in the closing
seconds of the game which meshed the cords cleanly.
In the Intramural League All Star Game, the Nationals, sparked
by John Barrett and Alex Rentz, got off to a quick start to overwhelm the American All Stars 41-30 in the preliminary game Saturday
night. The Nationals led all the way and were out in front 22-13 at
the half. The American League boys put on a rally at the beginning
of the second half to come within four points as the quarter ended.
Then the Nationals caught fire and widened their lead to twelve points
as the game ended.

But Cold

The phrase "Winter Sports" is
synonomous with snow — maybe
this is because snow very seldom
comes except in winter, and it is
only in winter that we can have
winter sports — hmm! Well,
after that profound observation,
we'll go on to something else.
Winter activities consist mainly
of two types — planned sports,
such as skiing, skating and hockey, and spontaneous activities
like swimming in ice water with
skates on, falling flat on your
face(?) on icy sidewalks and skiing in a prone position.
One thing about these sports —
if you happen to live in the dorm
and don't indulge in anything
more strenuous than huddling
next to the radiator to absorbe
heat (don't laugh; it is strenuous,
absorbing heat from those radiators) you'll undoubtedly find that
some of your clothing will be
represented outdoors anyway (no
reference to Pat Heise, of course)
because no one seems to own
enough clothing to keep one
whole person warm at once.
This too, is the sleigh riding
season. No, that's not right —
you just say sliding season, because sleigh riding means you're
behind a horse and have a blanket
over your knees. (I've had this
difference emphatically pointed
out to me at least 14 times in
the last week.) As I started to
say, this is the season that, if you
have a sled, you climb the highest
hill, draw up your will, then take
a long run and slam yourself
down on the sled — the accepted,
accurate, authentic terminology
for this process is "belly-buster"
and usually does, especially if you
miss the sled. It's always especially amusing to see a sled racing
you down the hill, and on second
glance to recognize it as your own.
Hockey is another of the more
popular sports of this season, but
as the only time I ever played the
game, I was unanimously elected
as "puck pro tem" (after the
original puck was hit over the
dam), I don't seem to remember
very many of the pointers of this
game to pass along to you.
I guess that pretty well, Ah
Choo! — covers the most popular
activities — Ah choo! except for
the Ah! Choo — most exciting
one which is opening packages
with the A ch000!! — picture of
the Smith Brothers on it. Ah!
Ah! Ah! Choo! Winter — I luff
it!

ARCHIE'S SNACK
AND

GIFT SHOP
3rd & Main

Winona

HARDT'S
MUSIC STORE
RECORDS – SHEET MUSIC
MUSICAL SUPPLIES

Box Score

Winona Fruit Market
Our Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
ARE BETTER
119 E. Third St.

HARTNER'S
For The Finest in Flowers
For All Occasions
129 East 3rd St.
Winona
Phone: 5602
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AMERICAN
B. Lange
L. Mauland
R. Kerrigan
C. Kispert
B. Benson
J. Olson
D. Nelson
R. Wildgrube
M. Tolling

fg
5
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
7

ft
7
1
0
2
0
2
2
0
2
16

f
4
1
3
2
1
2
0
0
1
14

pts
17
1
0
4
2
2
2
0
2
30

NATIONAL
J. Barrett
L. Ellinghuysen
A. Rentz
L. Roschen .
V. Grabau
D. Brandt
A. Kulig
F. Luchau
J. Knothe

fg
1
2

ft
1
1
2
3
1
0
1
0
0
9

f
2
3
3
4
4
0
4
3
2
25

pts
3
5
10
7
3
2
7
2
2
41

4

2
1
1
3
1
1
16

THE CHEF
FOR DELICIOUS
HOME COOKED MEALS
Steaks - Sea Food - Chow Mein
Home Made Pastries

Peds Off On Road Trip To
Meet Bemidji and Moorhead
Winona_ State Teachers College heads north on a road trip on
January 26 and 27. On Friday, January 26, they invade the Bemidji
stronghold for a game with the Beavers.
Bemidji is currently in first place in the Minnesota State Teachers
College Conference race. They hold victories over St. Cloud and
Moorhead. Bemidji is led by Dick Lawrence, former Minnesota
football star, who is their leading scorer at present. Hovland and
Johnson have also been good scorers for Bemidji. Bemidji's only
defeat came at the hands of Macalester College on the Mac's floor.
The Beavers currently boast a 12-1 record.
The next night will find the Warriors in Moorhead for another Conference battle. Moorhead has had little luck in finding victories this
year. They are currently resting in the cellar in the Conference. Bemidji drubbed them 67-28 on the winners floor. Moorhead doesn't have
an exceptionally high scoring player. K. Johnson and Hedstrom,
forward and center, however, have scored consistently.
After the Moorhead game the Warriors come back to Winona to
tangle with Bemidji in a return game.

Their next road trip carries them to Stevens Point State Teachers
College. Winona defeated Stevens Point 66-58 in an earlier engagement on the. Warriors floor. Stevens Point, however, boasts a sharp
shooting five and caused the Warriors to stall out a victory in the
earlier encounter. Stevens Point
should be hard to stop on their
home floor.
by Osborn
The Warriors next visiting
Remember the Newburg game ' assignment takes them to St.
just before the Christmas recess? Cloud for a Minnesota State
Most of you probably won't be- Teachers College Conference
cause you were on the way home,
game. St. Cloud is led by Ken
but that was one game of basket- Novak, all-stater from Crosbyball in which our Warriors were Ironton, who is currently the big
really sharp.
gun on the team. He made 30
Against experienced opposition points on one encounter and has
they had that last quarter drive been close to 20 all year. St.
Cloud's standing in the Minneand poise to come out on top. It's
too bad more students didn't see sota State Teachers College Conthat game which was the War- ference is 1 1. Their only conriors best performance of the ference loss came at the hands of
season.
Bemidji, while they spilled MoorThe recent La Crosse game head.
was a fine example of uninterestDubuque University will next
ing basketball game. Winona be visited by the Warriors. On
was unable to get close enough February 20, the Peds will lock
to the basket for a shot before horns with Dubuque. Dubuque
being fouled. Apparently the was defeated in an earlier game
Indian strategy was to give foul with Winona 64-54 on the Warshots rather than chances for riors floor.
field goals. Once again the WarBasketball Schedule
riors showed their poise as they
(Remaining Games)
repeatedly cashed in on their free
Jan. 26 Bemidji T. C.
there
throw chances.

Sports Scribbles

-

Winona was seriously handicapped in the Mankato game
when the referee hastily banned
George Vondrashek for unsportsmanlike conduct which,
at least, no Winona fans can
verify, substantiate or agree
with. The coaching staff cannot understand the action, and
it seems as though George was
unjustly treated. The customary procedure in basketball
is to call a technical foul on any
offender who dissents too vociferously and not to immediately
ban him from the game. If the
referee detected any such bad
conduct from our Winona
players, he failed to explain to
anyone else about it. The referees are there to stabilize the
game and certainly should keep
their heads in dealing with
matters of conduct of players.

The Warriors were not all alone
at the Mankato game. They had
a cheering section that was equal
in volume, if not in size, to the
Mankato section according to
Paul Sagal, who took a carload of
five feminine fans to the game.

Orders To take Out
Hours 7 - 2
Call For Reservations
For Private Parties
Phone 9968

123 East 3rd

HARLAN J. WOOD
HOME APPLIANCES
Crosley and G.E. Radios
159 East 3rd St.

Jan. 27 Moorhead T. C.

there

Feb. 2 Bemidji T. C.
here
Feb. 5 Stevens Point T. C. there
Feb. 9 St. Cloud T. C.

there

Feb.- 17 Moorhead T. C.
Feb. 20 Univ. of Dubuque

here
there

Feb. 26 St. Mary's

H. S. Gym

Mar. 3 Mankato T. C.

here

All In The State of Mind
If you think you're beaten, you are.
If you think you dare not, you don't
If you'd like to win, but think you can't,
It's almost a cinch you won't.
If you think you'll lose, you're lost,
For out in the world you find
Success begins with a fellow's will
It's all in the state of mind.
Full many a race is lost
Ere ever a step is run;
And many a coward fails
Ere ever his work's begun.
Think big, and your deeds will grow;
Think small, and you'll fall behind;
Think that you can, and you will.
It's all in the state of mind.
If you think you're outclassed, you are;
You've got to think high to rise,
You've got to be sure of yourself before
You can ever win a prize.
Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or faster man,
But soon or late the man who wins
Is the fellow who thinks he can.
From "An Athletic Anthology"
Author Unknown
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LSA Pancake Supper
Planned For February Special Broadcast
The Annual L.S.A. pancake
supper will be held February 4
this year. All college students
and faculty members are invited.
General chairman of the supper
is Calmer Strand and other committee members are; Tick'ets,
Charlotte Murtaugh; kitchen,
Dorothy Tukua; dishwashing,
Nancy Turner; cooks, Calmer
Strand; hostess, Mrs. Davis
Christenson; publicity, Dorothy
Bergsrud; waitresses, Margery
Benson; and clean-up, Art Olson.
Tickets are on sale for 60 cents
and the supper will be held in the
Central Lutheran Church from
five until seven.
Last Sunday the Lutheran
Students heard a talk by Dr.
Minne on "Glimpses of Norway."

KAPPA DELTA PI
HOLDS ANNUAL TEA
An extra feature of the annual
Kappa Delta Pi tea for freshman
and sophomore honor students,
held January 11 in the social
room, was the presentation of a
gift to Victor Stensrud, the organization's president, in recognition of his contributions to the
group. Vic will leave with the
Winona National Guard unit
this month. Twenty-five honor
students were entertained at the
tea, while Patricia Shroeder and
Ruth Wendt presided at the
tea table.
New president of the organization is Beverly Newell, former
vice-president. At a special election, Wilma Leir was elected vicepresident and •Leonard Beilke
was elected treasurer to fill the
position vacated by Mary Schmit.

GAMMA DELTA PLANS
WINTER SPORTS
One toboggan party simply
wouldn't satisfy the Gamma Delta
group's quest for fun, so another
party is being planned for February. However, the organization
will have fun not only in the
snow, but also on the ice of a
skating pond, according to a
rumor whispered by club president Lois Jean Smith. She promised that if the ice is still hard in
February, the group will probably
have a skating party.
Gamma Delta members aren't
always out for fun. By the end of
this year they hope to have raised
$60 for a Tokyo mission project.

STATE THEATRE
4 Days, Starts Sunday, Jan. 28

To Be Given

A special evening broadcast
will be given by the Radio Guild
during Boy Scout week, February
6 to 12. The script for the fifteen
minute broadcast has been prepared by the National Boy Scout
Council and emphasizes the
theme for 1951, "Strengthen
Liberty."
Participating in the broadcast
will be: Merle Thiele the
Announcer-, Tom Stoltman as Dr.
Smith; Earl Schreiber as Edward
Titus, a newspaper man; Donald
Mallinger as a scoutmaster, Neil
Robinson as a farmer; and four
boy scouts from the Phelps scout
troop as boy scouts.
New members accepted into
the Guild as a result of tryouts
last week are: Ruth Wood, Neil
Mallie, Mary Carlson, and Merle
Thiele. Recent programs given
by the organization have featured
the College Chorus, the Concert
Band, a program on Skiing, and
a talk on education by Dr. Jacobs
of the North Central Association.

Reisch Resigns

IRC Told To
Discover Truth
"The prevalent irresponsibility
of the -press and radio place the
responsibility of discovering the
truth on the individual reader and
listener," said Dr. Margaret Boddy in speaking to the International Relations Club at a January meeting. Dr. Boddy went
on to explain that many people
have to be taught to tell the
truth; they don't know how as
yet. She outlined methods of
forming opinions on issues: Find
someone you like and copy his
opinions. Read and compare the
opinions of two people whom you
dislike and who have opposite
views. According to Dr Boddy,
neither of these are good methods.
However, she advocated a third
method, "Use your intellect as
you read, and read opposing viewpoints."
Once again the I. R. C. is sponsoring a World Student Service
Fund drive, which begins February 11. Karl Staple is acting
as chairman of the drive. Last
year the money collected from
the drive was used to buy books
for a library in India.

As Y.D.F.L. Head Use Resources,
The resignation of John Reisch
as president of the Young Democrats Club was announced last
week. John has held the office
for two years. In his statement
of resignation he defined the purpose of the club as follows:
"The Young Democrats Club is
an organization- promoting political thought and discussion leading to new truths and contributing to a more perfect operation of
our democracy by inspiring familiarity with issues and in a small
way informing the people on
matter political. The experience
of membership aquaints one with
the operation of our party system
through conventions, campaigns
and committee work.
"One important function is our
attempt to uncover potential
talent in personalities with views
sympathetic to the principles of
the Democratic party. We believe that our American two
party system of democracy is
worth keeping and can be maintained and improved only when
an informed public accepts the
responsibilities of governing
themselves.
"Our two party Democratic
way of government and of life
will function as long as the governed (the people) remain fit to
govern. This fitness, we believe,
is a responsibility and a blessing
bestowed onto every able-minded
citizen or benefactor of our American heritage."

Club Advised

"Use community resources in
teaching," was the advice of Mr.
Eldon Brandt, instructor in the
Industrial Arts Department at
Winona Senior High School, as he
spoke to the Industrial Arts Club
recently. Mr. Brandt emphasized that the use of industrial
resources in teaching is becoming
increasingly more important. Pupils can, by visiting industrial
firms, learn much about the use
of machines that wouldn't be possible in dealing with the limited
equipment in industrial arts
classes. Even the best equipped
schools don't have heavy machinery.
The visiting of industrial firms
is of value to pupils also because
they learn about employer-employee relationships, working conditions, wages, job possibilities,
and the function of different industries. The teacher should
acquaint himself with the possibilities of using community resources. He should also maintain
good public relations between
industries and the school. Mr.
Brandt told of a new method of
grading pupils on participation
in a program of this type. The
pupils work in groups and grade
each other.
Mr. Brandt' believes that students gain much by being exposed
to the industrial world. Instead
of learning wholly by doing they
also learn much be seeing.
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Newmanite Mary Schmit
Enters Convent
Former Newman Club president, Mary Schmit entered the
St. Francis Convent this month.
She will be at the Mother House
in Rochester until January 28.
Then she will attend the College
of St. Teresa to continue her education. Mary plans to major in
biology and teach in parochial
schools after she receives her B. S.
degree. She was active in Kappa
Delta Pi, Science Club, Physical
Education Club, Wenonah Play,
ers, and W.A.A.
Dawn Smith, the former vicepresident has taken over the
duties of president.

Art In Grades To
Be Discussed By ACE
At the February meeting of the
Association for Childhood Education Mrs. Helen Jones, art supervisor at Phelps, will talk on
"Art in the Elementary schools."
This will be third in a series of
talks concerning special subjects
taught in elementary schools.
Former talks in the series were
given in January by Miss Garlid,
Music supervisor at Phelps who
spoke on "Music in the Elementary Schools", and Miss Patterson, Physical Education instructor, who talked on Physical Education in Elementary Schools.
The A.C.E. is making plans
to sponsor an all college square
dance soon.

Wildlife Service
Explained By Dr. Green
Biologist for the Upper Mississippi Wildlife and Game Service,
Dr. William Green, talked to the
Science Club at its regular January meeting. Dr. Green, in telling of the work of the Wildlife
Service, stated that nearly anyone
who wants to trap fur-bearing
animals can now get a license.
Formerly the granting of licenses
was very restricted.
The Upper Mississippi Wildlife
and Game Refuge extends from
Lake Pepin to Rock Island, Illinois. Land on both sides of the
river was obtained from state,
governments. The states, however, refused to sell fishing rights
along the river so fisheries in the
area are not under the jurisdiction
of the Service. Employed by the
service are many persons engaged in research and in conservation work. Dr. Green is the
only biologist working in this
area.

DEBATE TEAM TRAVELS
TO TOURNAMENT
The Debate team participated
in its first official debate last week
at the River Falls Speech Tournament at River Falls, Wisconsin.
The topic for discussion was,
"Resolved: the non-communist
nations shall form a new world
organization." Approximately
twenty colleges and universities
participated in the meet.
Debaters who attended the
meet were: Carol Peterson, Donna Snyder, Oscar Catlin, Donald
Fair, and Wallace Dohman. Mr.
Becker is the adviser for the
group.

College Canteen
College of Charleston
Charleston, South Carolina

Jimmy Stewart & Josephine Hull

HARVEY

For LADIES FOOTWEAR

3 Days, Starts Thurs., Feb. 1

Go To

Maureen O'Hara & John Payne

TRIPOLI

FRENCH SLIPPER SHOP

distinctive portraiture

DURFEY STUDIO
225 Johnson

2 Days, Starts Sun., Feb. 4
Clark Gable & Barbara Stanwyck

TO PLEASE A LADY
5 BIG DAYS
Starts Tues., Feb. 6
Deborah Kerr & Stewart Granger

KING SOLOMON'S
MINES
(Technicolor)

•

HOT CHOCOLATE
•

HAMBURGERS

• HOT FUDGE
• POPCORN

Complete Fountain Service at

Howie's

Jimmy Stewart

VARSITY INN

JACKPOT

Corner Fourth and Johnson

Coming Soon

In Charleston, South Carolina, a
favorite gathering spot of students
at the College of Charleston, is the
College Canteen because it is a
cheerful place — full of friendly
collegiate atmosphere. And when
the gang gathers around, ice-cold
Coca-Cola gets the call. For here, as
in college haunts everywhere—Coke
belongs.
Ask for it either way ...both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF WINONA
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